
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: BURST ANALYSIS GROUP

FROM: LEE SAMUEL FINN

SUBJECT: BURST GROUP MEETING MINUTES

DATE: 01/16/02

In attendance
•  Hanford: Raab, Sigg, Ito, Savage, Ugolini
•  Caltech: Drever, Zweizig, Lazzarini, Weinstein
•  Syracuse: Saulson, Penn
•  Penn State: Finn, Summerscales, Sutton, Stuver
•  MIT: Sylvestre, Shoemaker, Katsavounidis
•  Milwaukee: Brady
•  LSU: Daw
•  LLO: Marka
•  Goddard: Centrella
•  UTB: Anderson

1. E7 Reports
a. Qualitative observations (All)

 i. Tremendous success
b. DSO Status

 i. TFClusters (Sylvestre) – ran throughout E7 looking at locked
segments. For first five days roughly 50% of the triggers not good
owing to code bug: this data will be re-run.  Ran at roughly 3x real
time. Roughly 98% of jobs succeeded; remainder failed because of
LDAS.

 ii. Question (Shoemaker): what fraction of LDAS was consumed over
all analyses?

 iii. Partitioning of time on ldas (Brady): two inspiral codes had 4
nodes; tf clusters had 3; power had 3; slope had 3. Investigation
time scheduled that allowed a dso to have entire cluster.

 iv. Power statistic (Brady): Prototyping type of run. 300 Hz center
frequency 1-8 Hz band, 1 sec and 1/8 sec bounds for TF. Ran on-
line and in real time for all but last 5 days of run, when
investigation time was scheduled. No problems with code itself.
Problems with LDAS that are being addressed. Thresholding in
code needs to be revised to move away from Gaussian noise.
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1. Question (Saulson): How does power statistic scale with
data, nodes? Brady: scaling problems have been fixed.

 v. Slope Detector (Daw): On line running at both sites started on last
weekend of run. Problems with code writing to database fixed by
Saturday. Code ran continuously from then to end of run,
generating 10K triggers. Three “filters” were run: single period
sine wave, slope, Gaussian.

c. DMT Status
 i. Ran at greater than 95% of time, and smoothly. PSLMon/Glitch

caught most many of the injected “glitches”, but not all.
 ii. Several different classes of glitches have been identified (e.g., at

LLO: cars running over cattle guard, trains running through
Hammond switch or Hammond turn, PSL glitches; at LHO2k:
optical mode instabilities).

 iii. Other monitors: timing, lockloss, seismic monitoring
 iv. Question (Finn): can we design recognition strategy for some of

these identified classes of glitches? Saulson: Yes. We’ve begun, but
need to be more organized and systematic about this.

d. Burst injection (Marka): Injected data into H1, L1 at same GPS time, also
injected into L1, H2. Injected bursts included “wiggle”, Gaussian
modulated sine wave; others. Injection times are well documented in
elog. Sigg: working group is being set-up to introduce annotations, which
will include these things, into the database. Katsavounidis has some
experience with this problem of annotation with MACRO data and will
send some notes to the group on how MACRO dealt with the problem.

e. External Triggers (Marka): (e.g., gamma-ray bursts) Seven triggers were
received with no direction and five with direction (GCN). Preliminary
look showed that of first 8 triggers we had 7 with IFO in at least double
coincidence and 3 in triple coincidence, and 1 with a single IFO.
ALLEGRO triggers will be ingested “soon”; GEO timescale for triggers is
unknown. We expect also to have GEO frames for our own analyses.

f. 1st looks at data (Katsavounidis): initial look at data for purpose of quality
control. Looking at event rates as function of time in different DMT
monitors, DSOs. Bug discovered in how Guild was returning long tables
in ASCII files. This has been fixed. Also has had to deal with problems of
clustering multiple events from a single origin.

g. Data segment list (Saulson): Gaby has posted a list of locked segments.
This is linked to E7 page and Burst Group Page.

2. Other key subsystems
a. Event tool status (Sigg, Ito): graphics from root command line. Can’t read

xml from guild (but can read ASCII from guild), and there is no “how to
get started”/users guide. Also, events from different types of monitors
look different and only certain kinds of events are recognized by tool.
Web page will be put together within 1wk; progress will be on hold then
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for 2.5 wks while Ito on break. Tools available from GDS CVS archive,
which is reachable from LDAS web page.

b. Simulations (Weinstein): Tool construction continues. Web page outlines
a plan for simulation analysis: see Burst group web page and follow link.

3. Plans for analysis
a. Paper drafts (Saulson, Kalogera)

 i. Kalogera reports that she will soon be ready to circulate a zeroth
draft of the external triggers paper. This will not be in prose form,
and, like all the drafts, should be regarded as a proposed “road-
map” for the analysis: a straw-man for people to respond to and
comment on. Finn and Saulson are not yet as far along in their
efforts.

b. Simulations/DSO tuning (Weinstein):
 i. Simulations for the purpose of DSO tuning is ready to begin.

Weinstein will begin with the current DSOs on Gaussian noise
with the E7 spectrum, then move on to real E7 data after the
learning set has been determined. DSO authors are STRONGLY
encouraged to respond to queries from the simulation group,
since answers to these questions are necessary for work to
proceed.

c. Vetos: Owing to time constraints there was no report from the veto group
effort (i.e., the Deep Mine).

d. Rules for E7 data access (Brady, Saulson, Finn): it is necessary that we are
careful not to over-mine the data. In particular, we should “learn” from a
different data set then we use for analysis. This needs to be the same set
across all analysis groups. We need our learning set to come from
different points throughout day and run. Probably ~5h of data per IFO is
good enough for learning about statistics. Initial learning set will be
chosen by simple criterion: Brady coordinates, Gonzalez and Chin are the
on-site coordinators.


